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Vision, persistence and initiative are the premises that have positioned us as referents in the
home-perfume sector. The confidence of our past, the modernity of our present and the
unshakeable vision of our path to the future have forged each of our products.

Currently, a long history as manufacturers guarantees us. That’s how we have been able to
develop internally and continue to grow. As a result of our growth, Ambientair Collections, the
most special range of our brand, was created. A range that encompasses The Olphactory, Le
Jardin de Julie, Lacrosse and Mise-en-Scène.

These five collections maintain their distinguishing personality; they are more meticulous in the
details, since they are less conventional. They have a refined, caring character, and each follows
its own style. Ambientair brings up its more exclusive side, where the quality that represents us
is instantly recognizable.
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REFILL FOR REED DIFFUSER
250 ML./8.45 FL. OZ 100 ML./3.38 FL. OZ 200 G./7.05 OZ.250 ML./8.45 FL. OZ 500 ML./16.90 FL. OZ





FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER (250 ML. / 8.45 FL. OZ.)
THE OLPHACTORY (CRAFT)

Reed diffusers will give a subtle and continuous scent for weeks with no flames in the mix, 
so they are secure and practical. They perfume the rooms for weeks without worrying, so we 
can fully enjoy our moments for pause: eight fragrances without alcohol and with long-
lasting  formulas are diffused through natural rattan reeds.

These scented sticks contain the essence of The Olphactory: their fragrances make us value 
each stay, rediscovering their intimacy and comfort. Open the door of your home to this
 cosy minimalist trend.

Reed diffuser.
More than 6 months of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

250 ml.
M: Ø 8 x 32 cm.
W: 625 g.

8.45 fl. oz.
M: Ø 3.14 x 12.20 in.
W: 22 oz.

NEW NEW





FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER (100 ML. / 3.38 FL. OZ.)
THE OLPHACTORY (CRAFT)

Reed diffusers will give a subtle and continuous scent for weeks with no flames in the mix, 
so they are secure and practical. They perfume the rooms for weeks without worrying, so we 
can fully enjoy our moments for pause: eight fragrances without alcohol and with long-
lasting  formulas are diffused through natural rattan reeds.

These scented sticks contain the essence of The Olphactory: their fragrances make us value 
each stay, rediscovering their intimacy and comfort. Open the door of your home to this
 cosy minimalist trend.

Reed diffuser.
More than 3 months of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

100 ml.
M: Ø 6 x 27 cm.
W: 350 g.

3.38 fl. oz.
M: Ø 2.36 x 10.62 in.
W: 8.81 oz.

NEW NEW





FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER (100 ML. / 3.38 FL. OZ.)
THE OLPHACTORY BLACK

Reed diffusers will give a subtle and continuous scent for weeks with no flames in the mix, 
so they are secure and practical. They perfume the rooms for weeks without worrying, so we 
can fully enjoy our moments for pause: eight fragrances without alcohol and with long-
lasting formulas are diffused through natural rattan reeds.

These scented sticks contain the essence of The Olphactory: their fragrances make us value 
each stay, rediscovering their intimacy and comfort. Open the door of your home to this 
cosy minimalist trend.

Reed diffuser.
More than 3 months of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

100 ml.
M: Ø 6 x 27 cm.
W: 350 g.

3.38 fl. oz.
M: Ø 2.36 x 10.62 in.
W: 8.81 oz.

NEW

CEDAR & OUD
MK100SWBTO

8435474422560

DARK AMBER
MK100ASBTO

8435474422096

GROOM COLOGNE
MK100GCBTO

8435474422089

NEW NEW

NEWNEW NEW





SCENTED CANDLE  (200 G. / 7.05 OZ.)
THE OLPHACTORY CRAFT

Enjoy the benefits of taking a break; find some time for yourself... These inspiring candles 
made with vegetable wax will fill your home with the scents of its essential oils, all created 
to appreciate the cosy moment you are living, relax and enjoy it with our handmade 
candles. Let the perfumes of The Olphactory make your stays more special.

Vegetable wax candle.
Lasting time: more than 40 hours.
Pcs./pack: 6.

200 g.
M: Ø 8 x 9,8 cm.
W: 548 g.

7.05 oz.
M: Ø 3.14 x 3.85 in.
W: 19.33 oz.

NEW NEW





SCENTED CANDLE (200 G. / 7.05 OZ.)
THE OLPHACTORY BLACK

Enjoy the benefits of taking a break; find some time for yourself... These inspiring candles 
made with vegetable wax will fill your home with the scents of its essential oils, all created 
to appreciate the cosy moment you are living, relax and enjoy it with our handmade 
candles. Let the perfumes of The Olphactory make your stays more special.

NEW

Vegetable wax candle.
Lasting time: more than 40 hours.
Pcs./pack: 6.

200 g.
M: Ø 8 x 9,8 cm.
W: 548 g.

7.05 oz.
M: Ø 3.14 x 3.85 in.
W: 19.33 oz.

CEDAR & OUD
VV401SWBTO

8435474422577

DARK AMBER
VV401ASBTO

8435474422119

GROOM COLOGNE
VV401GCBTO

8435474422102

NEWNEW NEWNEW

NEW NEW NEW





HOME PERFUME (500 ML. / 16.9 FL. OZ.)
THE OLPHACTORY

Enjoy your favorite home perfume whenever you want and immediately! Always available 
to be used when you feel your home needs a boost of energy or when you want to create a 
unique combination by mixing different aromas, making your space unique. This spray will 
create a fragrance cloud that will remain longer in the atmosphere. The hardest thing is to 
choose one perfume.

NEW

Home Spray.
Pcs./pack: 6.

500 ml.
M: Ø 9,5 x 20 cm.
W: 558 g.

16.9 oz.
M: Ø 3.74 x 7.87 in.
W: 19.68 oz.

CEDAR & OUD
SP500SWTO

8435474422584

DARK AMBER
SP500ASTO

8435474422133

GROOM COLOGNE
SP500GCTO

8435474422126

NEWNEW NEWNEW

NEW NEW





Refill for reed diffuser.
Pcs./pack: 6.

250 ml.
M: 5,9 x 5,9 x 14,8 cm.
W: 364 g.

8.45 fl. oz.
M: 2.34 x 2.32 x 5.82 cm.
W: 12,83 oz.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

OXYGEN
RC250OXTO

8435474420399

WHITE MUSK
RC250MBTO

8435474420405

VERBENA
RC250VVTO

8435474420412

CASHMERE
RC250ALTO

8435474420429

SANTAL
RC250SATO

8435474420436

GOJI BLACK TEA
RC250GJTO

8435474420443

WHITE LOTUS
RC250WLTO

8435474420450

MINT TEA & BASIL
RC250MTTO

8435474420467

CEDAR & OUD
RC250SWTO

8435474422591

ORANGE & CINNAMON
RC250NCTO

8435474421716

REFILL FOR FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER (250 ML. / 8.45 FL. OZ.)
THE OLPHACTORY 

When the best-selling aromas become the favourites of our homes, we can enjoy them 
again and also save money. Using a basic bottle and a secure cap, refills for reed diffusers 
offer us the essential key: the experience. They are undoubtedly the best way to repeat 
fragrance and see the bottle of our diffusers "always full".

NEW

NEW

BLESSING
RC250ASTO

8435474423246

BETTER HALF
RC250GCTO

8435474423253

NEW NEW





PEPPER & iris #3

AMBER & clove #2myrtle #1

LAB CO.
HOME PERFUME

NEW

FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER
200 ML./6.76 FL. OZ.

FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER
100 ML./3.38 FL. OZ.

SCENTED CANDLE
200 G./7.05 OZ.

HOME PERFUME
500 ML./16.90 FL. OZ.

PATCHOULI & cedar #4

Lab Co. Collection will embrace the delicate balance of your home. It reflects a harmonious lifestyle where materials, 
colours, furniture and decorations are carefully chosen. Less is more, and every single item in our home has its own 
value and serves a certain purpose.

By embracing this equilibrium, Lab Co. Will build your own personal refuge, creating a pleasant environment where 
you will feel comfortable, inspired and confident enough to be your real self.

Our products are meant to inspire peaceful and unique experiences. The secret of a comfortable, elegant and warm 
home can be found in the high-quality fragrances and simple designs of Lab Co. Bring joy to your days and quality to 
your life without making it too complicated. You will discover that it is all about using surprising combinations that 
create unforgettable moments.





FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER (200 ML. / 6.76 FL.  OZ.)
LAB CO.

In a busy everyday life, people still appreciate having the time to just stay at home and 
enjoy that relaxing moment. How great is it to arrive home, take a deep breath and feel like 
it is your “safe place”? Fragranced reed diffusers work for several weeks so that you can 
enjoy 24 hours of exquisite perfume. This way, you can make time for the important things.

NEW

Reed diffuser.
Lasting time: more than 4 months.
Pcs./pack: 6.

200 ml.
M: 9,2 x 9,2 x 29,9 cm.
W: 364 g.

6.76 fl. oz.
M: 3.62 x 3.62 x 11.77 in.
W:12.84 oz.

MYRTLE #1
MK200SBLB

8435474422416

AMBER & CLOVE #2
MK200GCLB

8435474422393

PEPPER & IRIS #3
MK200AQLB

8435474422386

PATCHOULI & CEDAR #4
MK200WTLB

8435474422409





FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER (100 ML. / 3.38 FL.  OZ.)
LAB CO.

In a busy everyday life, people still appreciate having the time to just stay at home and 
enjoy that relaxing moment. How great is it to arrive home, take a deep breath and feel like 
it is your “safe place”? Fragranced reed diffusers work for several weeks so that you can 
enjoy 24 hours of exquisite perfume. This way, you can make time for the important things.

NEW

Reed diffuser.
Lasting time: more than 3 months.
Pcs./pack: 6.

100 ml.
M: 7,5 x 7,5 x 24,2 cm.
W: 350 g.

3.38 fl. oz.
M: 2.95 x 2.95 x 9.52 in.
W: 12.34 oz.

MYRTLE #1
MK100SBLB

8435474422454

AMBER & CLOVE #2
MK100GCLB

8435474422430

PEPPER & IRIS #3
MK100AQLB

8435474422423

PATCHOULI & CEDAR #4
MK200WTLB

8435474422447





SCENTED CANDLE  (200 G. / 7.05 OZ.)
LAB CO.

Sometimes life can be overwhelming. Work, social life and keeping up to date with several 
things require a huge effort. Lab Co. candles will help you clear your mind whenever you 
need it. They are a wonderful way to make you feel comfortable and will offer you a well-
deserved moment to disconnect and prove that it does not take much to create a delightful 
and welcoming atmosphere.

Vegetable wax candle.
Lasting time: more than 40 hours.
Pcs./pack: 6.

200 g.
M: 8,4 x 8,4 x 10 cm.
W: 600 g.

7.05 oz.
M: 3.30 x 3.30 x 3.93 in.
W: 21.16 oz.

NEW

MYRTLE #1
VV040SBLB

8435474422492

AMBER & CLOVE #2
VV040GCLB

8435474422478

PEPPER & IRIS #3
VV040AQLB

8435474422461

PATCHOULI & CEDAR #4
VV040WTLB

8435474422485





HOME PERFUME (500 ML. / 16.05 OZ.)
LAB CO.

It takes just a simple gesture to guarantee a soft and nice aroma. With the room perfumes 
of Lab Co. you can quickly transform the room and change the film roll of your daily 
memories. Life is made of moments that you will always remember... Let’s make them 
beautiful.

NEW

Home spray.
Pcs./pack: 6.

500 ml.
M: Ø 6,6 x 21 cm. 
W: 430 g.

16.9 fl. oz.
M: Ø 2.59 x 8.26 in. 
W: 15.16 oz.

MYRTLE #1
SP500SBLB

8435474422621

AMBER & CLOVE #2
SP500GCLB

8435474422614

PEPPER & IRIS #3
SP500AQLB

8435474422607

PATCHOULI & CEDAR #4
SP500WTLB

8435474422638





BOUQUET DIFFUSEUR
330 ML. / 11.16 fl. oz.

BOUQUET DIFFUSEUR
150 ML. / 5.07 fl. oz.

POT PARFUMÉ
165 g. / 5.82 oz.

Le jardin de Julie is a new line of fragrances for the home, in which the French style
predominates. Its exquisite aesthetic and its floral aromas are the perfect elements for
any kind of decoration.

When Julie receives a visit, she gathers flowers from her garden creating an improvised
bouquet that she gives away wrapped in craft paper, as florists in the streets of France.

The aromas of her flowers are the perfect present to make a memory of that visit to her
French garden that will stay with us forever. Each “bouquet diffuseur” of this collection
is inspired by a bouquet of flowers: the bottle is the vase and the reeds are in charge of
spreading the aroma through the room. The vegetable wax candles are kept in beautiful
glass pots, a “pot parfumé” that Julie gives to the visitors of her garden.

The case’s flowers are a reminiscence of the illustrations of ancient botanical books,
these bring a Provencal look in every aroma. You will find six flowers in Le jardin de Julie,
and there are three sizes available in the highest quality formulas, corresponding to the
values of Ambientair Collections.





BOUQUET DIFFUSEUR (330 ML. / 11.16 FL. OZ.)
LE JARDIN DE JULIE

The “bouquets diffuseurs” of Le jardin de Julie are perfumed reed diffusers whose formulas 
do not contain alcohol, and they provide a long duration aroma. This large size lasts more 
than 6 months.

Our formulas, made with premium fragrances, guarantee that our aromas evaporate 
slowly and constantly throughout the day.

The vegetable reeds are made of natural rattan, the properties of this plant make it an 
indispensable element for these diffusers: the fragrance spreads out constantly and 
progressive through all the rooms. Thanks to its porous structure, the reed is permeated little 
by little without reaching saturation.

Reed diffuser.
More than 6 months of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

330 ml.
M: 7,70 x 35,30 x 7,7 cm.
W: 706 g.

11.18 fl. oz.
M: Ø 3.03 x 13.9 x 3.03 in.
W: 24.9 oz.

FLEUR DE LYS
MK330FLLJ

8435474401992

MIMOSA
MK330MMLJ

8435474401985

MAGNOLIA
MK330MGLJ

8435474401466

ROSE DE MAI
MK330RMLJ

8435474401459

VERVEINE
MK330VVLJ

8435474401480

ORCHIDÉE
MK330ORLJ

8435474401473





BOUQUET DIFFUSEUR (150 ML. / 5.07 FL. OZ.)
LE JARDIN DE JULIE

The “bouquets diffuseurs” of Le jardin de Julie are perfumed reed diffusers whose formulas 
do not contain alcohol, and they provide a long duration aroma. This large size lasts more 
than 6 months.

Our formulas, made with premium fragrances, guarantee that our aromas evaporate 
slowly and constantly throughout the day.

The vegetable reeds are made of natural rattan, the properties of this plant make it an 
indispensable element for these diffusers: the fragrance spreads out constantly and 
progressive through all the rooms. Thanks to its porous structure, the reed is permeated little 
by little without reaching saturation.

Reed diffuser.
More than 4 months of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

150 ml.
M: 5,7 x 30,30 x 5,7 cm.
W: 354 g.

5.07 fl. oz.
M: 2.24 x 12.1 x 2.24 in.
W: 12.84 oz.

FLEUR DE LYS
MK150FLLJ

8435474401442

MIMOSA
MK150MMLJ

8435474401336

MAGNOLIA
MK150MGLJ

8435474401305

ROSE DE MAI
MK150RMLJ

8435474401299

VERVEINE
MK150VVLJ

8435474401329

ORCHIDÉE
MK150ORLJ

8435474401312





POT PARFUMÉ (165 G. / 5.82 OZ.)
LE JARDIN DE JULIE

Le jardin de Julie’s candles are made with a very high-quality vegetable waxes, designed 
for an optimal burned out. They expand their fragrances even when they are not lit.

Each “pot parfumé” contains a large concentration of essential oils extracted from fresh 
flowers and directly pressed. They stand out for the intense nature of its aroma that is 
preserved until the end.

They are carefully handmade, this way you receive a perfect aromatic candle, with a 
charming design and an exquisite aroma.

Vegetable wax candle.
More than 40 hours of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

M: 7,8 x 8,6 x 7,8 cm.
W: 394 g.

M: 3.07 x 3.39 x 3.07 in.
W: 13.90 oz.

FLEUR DE LYS
VV008FLLJ

8435474402050

MIMOSA
VV008MMLJ

8435474402043

ROSE DE MAI
VV008RMLJ

8435474402005

MAGNOLIA
VV008MGLJ

8435474402012

VERVEINE
VV008VVLJ

8435474402036

ORCHIDÉE
VV008ORLJ

8435474402029





Lacrosse has been created with Ambientair’s know-how. Its style is timeless. A striking 
and recognizable design paired with an interesting chromatic effect, directly inspired 
by nature hues. This makes it the most extraordinary collection of the brand, where we 
instantly recognize Ambientair’s DNA.

Just like in architecture, we find a balanced harmony between functionality and art in 
its products. Lacrosse perfectly fits in your home décor and fills the atmosphere with an 
exquisite fragrance.

Diving inside Lacrosse’s universe is like traveling for inspiration. The adventurous spirit 
blends into the creative soul to create each of its emblematic home fragrances, 
inspired by natural elements and capable of making your heart beats. An unknown 
collection that distills authenticity and whose aromatic notes emerge the experiences 
lived in the quest of each essence, its origins and its influences.

SCENTED STICKS
200 ML / 6.76 FL. OZ.

SCENTED STICKS
100 ML. / 3.38 FL. OZ

LAMP FRAGRANCE
500ML / 8.45 FL. OZ.

SCENTED CANDLE +40 H.
200 G. / 7.05 OZ.

ROOM SPRAY
500 ML. / 16.90 FL. OZ

WATER SOLUBLE OIL
15 ML. / 0.51 FL. OZ. 

REFILL FOR REED DIFFUSER
250 ML. / 8.45 FL. OZ.

SCENTED CANDLE + 60 H.
310 G. / 10.93 OZ.





SCENTED STICKS (200 ML. / 6.76 FL. OZ.)
LACROSSE

If elegance gave off a scent that would be any of Lacrosse’s fragrances: these reed diffusers 
represent the perfect balance between modernity and classicism. The collection puts together 
fragrances where different aromatic melodies fill in the spaces in a powerful and captivating 
way.
 
The bottle creates a unique set of colors according to the scent and its color. Each bottle is a 
pure figure, to which the wood cap is added to stylize and give nobleness. The rattan sticks 
release the perfume gradually: the porosity of these reeds, allows the fragrance to rise up for 
each of them and the diffusion of the perfume is natural and continuous.

Reed diffuser.
More than 4 months of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

200 ml.
M: 8,8 x 30 x 8,8 cm.
W: 617 g.

6,76 fl. oz.
M: 3.46 x 11.81 x 3.46 in.
W: 21.76 oz.

THERMAL WATER
MK200TWLC

8435474410628

DARK AMBER
MK200ASLC

8435474419973

PURE OXYGEN
MK200OXLC

8435474414732

POMPELMO
MK200PNLC

8436551848037

GREEN TEA & LIME
MK200TVLC

8436551848006

ORCHID
MK200ORLC

8436551848020

SANDALWOOD
& BERGAMOT
MK200SBLC

8435474410604

WHITE MUSK
MK200MBLC

8436551848013

WOOD & TONKA
MK200WTLC

8436551847979

WHITE TEA
MK200THLC

8435474401824





SCENTED STICKS (100 ML. / 3.38 FL. OZ.)
LACROSSE

If elegance gave off a scent that would be any of Lacrosse’s fragrances: these reed diffusers 
represent the perfect balance between modernity and classicism. The collection puts together 
fragrances where different aromatic melodies fill in the spaces in a powerful and captivating 
way.
 
The bottle creates a unique set of colors according to the scent and its color. Each bottle is a 
pure figure, to which the wood cap is added to stylize and give nobleness. The rattan sticks 
release the perfume gradually: the porosity of these reeds, allows the fragrance to rise up for 
each of them and the diffusion of the perfume is natural and continuous.

Reed diffuser.
More than 3 months of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

100 ml.
M: 7,5 x 24 x 7,5 cm.
W: 340 g.

3.38 fl. oz.
M: 2.95 x 9.45 x 2.95 in.
W: 12 oz.

ORCHID
MK100ORLC

8436551846385

SANDALWOOD
& BERGAMOT
MK100SBLC

8435474410574

WHITE MUSK
MK100MBLC

8436551846378

WOOD & TONKA
MK100WTLC

8436551846330

THERMAL WATER
MK100TWLC

8435474410598

WHITE TEA
MK100THLC

8435474401817

POMPELMO
MK100PNLC

8436551846392

GREEN TEA & LIME
MK100TVLC

8436551846361

PURE OXYGEN
MK100OXLC

8435474414763

DARK AMBER
MK100ASLC

8435474419966





AROMATIC NATURAL CANDLE (310 G. / 10.93 OZ.)
LACROSSE

The crystal glass, the vegetable wax, the wooden cap and the wick: these are the pieces 
that make the continent and the olfactory content of Lacrosse’s aromatic candles, to which 
the essential perfume joins, the main character in this exceptional set.
 
The merge of these elements determines the final value: they are all necessary and play an 
essential role in the olfactory experience. Its waxes and scents are based on natural, non-
harmful ingredients, which cause the stimulation of more than one sense. Lacrosse offers 
fragrances that evoke memories and experiences, as well as creating new ones.

NEW

Vegetable wax candle.
More than 60 hours of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

310 g. of vegetable wax
M: 9,2 x 11 x 9,2 cm.
W: 745 g. 

10.93 oz. of vegetable wax.
M: 3.62 x 4.33 x 3.62 in.
W: 26.27 oz.

POMPELMO
VV060PNLC

8435474422829

GREEN TEA & LIME
VV060TVLC

8435474422881

ORCHID
VV060ORLC

8435474422911

SANDALWOOD
& BERGAMOT
VV060SBLC

8435474422829

WHITE MUSK
VV060MBLC

8435474422874

WOOD & TONKA
VV060WTLC

8435474422812

THERMAL WATER
VV060TWLC

8435474422904

WHITE TEA
VV060THLC

8435474422805

PURE OXYGEN
VV060OXLC

8435474422898

DARK AMBER
VV060ASLC

8435474422867





AROMATIC NATURAL CANDLE  (200 G. / 7.05 OZ.)
LACROSSE

The crystal glass, the vegetable wax, the wooden cap and the wick: these are the pieces 
that make the continent and the olfactory content of Lacrosse’s aromatic candles, to which 
the essential perfume joins, the main character in this exceptional set.
 
The merge of these elements determines the final value: they are all necessary and play an 
essential role in the olfactory experience. Its waxes and scents are based on natural, non-
harmful ingredients, which cause the stimulation of more than one sense. Lacrosse offers 
fragrances that evoke memories and experiences, as well as creating new ones.

Vegetable wax candle.
More than 40 hours of duration.
Pcs./pack: 6.

M: Ø 8 x 10 x 8 cm.
W: 600 g.

M: Ø 3.14 x 3.93 x 3.14 in.
W: 21.16 oz.

POMPELMO
VV040PNLC

8436551848112

GREEN TEA & LIME
VV040TVLC

8436551848082

ORCHID
VV040ORLC

8436551848105

SANDALWOOD
& BERGAMOT
VV040SBLC

8435474401916

WHITE MUSK
VV040MBLC

8436551848099

WOOD & TONKA
VV040WTLC

8436551848051

THERMAL WATER
VV040TWLC

8435474414916

WHITE TEA
VV040THLC

8435474401831

PURE OXYGEN
VV040OXLC

8435474401930

DARK AMBER
VV040ASLC

8435474419980





ROOM SPRAY (500 ML. / 16.9 FL. OZ.)
LACROSSE

The light and volatile mist will spread around the room and arouse interest. Each aroma 
will immediately express its beauty and perfume the room for a long time.

NEW

Home spray
Pcs./pack: 6.

500 ml.
M: Ø 6,6 x 21 cm.
W: 430 g.

16.9 fl. oz.
M: Ø 2.59 x 8.26 in.
W: 15.16 oz.

POMPELMO
SP500PNLC

8435474420528

SANDALWOOD
& BERGAMOT
SP500SBLC

8435474420498

WOOD & TONKA
SP500WTLC
35474420481

WHITE TEA
SP500THLC

8435474420474

WHITE MUSK
SP500MBLC

8435474420542

DARK AMBER
SP500ASLC

8435474420535

GREEN TEA & LIME
SP500TVLC

8435474420559

PURE OXYGEN
SP500OXLC

8435474420573

THERMAL WATER
SP500TWLC

8435474420566

ORCHID
SP500ORLC

8435474420580





REFILL FOR REED DIFFUSER (250 ML. / 8.45 FL. OZ.)
LACROSSE

When the best-selling aromas become the favourites of our homes, we can enjoy them 
again and also save money. Using a basic bottle and a secure cap, refills for reed diffusers 
offer us the essential key: the experience. They are undoubtedly the best way to repeat 
fragrance and see the bottle of our diffusers "always full".

NEW

Refill for reed diffuser.
Pcs./pack: 6.

250 ml.
M: 5,9 x 5,9 x 14,8 cm.
W: 364 g.

8.45 fl. oz.
M: 2.32 x 2.32 x 5.82 in.
W: 12.83 oz.

SANDALWOOD
& BERGAMOT
RC250SBLC

8435474411892

WHITE MUSK
RC250MBLC

8436551849768

WOOD & TONKA
RC250WTLC

8436551849836

THERMAL WATER
RC250TWLC

8435474411878

WHITE TEA
RC250THLC

8435474402616

POMPELMO
RC250PNLC

8436551849799

GREEN TEA & LIME
RC250TVLC

8436551849812

PURE OXYGEN
RC250OXLC

8435474414978

DARK AMBER
RC250ASLC

8435474420009

ORCHID
RC250ORLC

8436551849782





WATER SOLUBLE OIL FRAGRANCE
LACROSSE

Each fragrance becomes the best version of itself, making us remember nice moments and 
creating new ones that will become part of our olfactory memory.
 
These oils are suitable to be used in oil burners (with candle), and also in ultrasonic scented 
diffusers, because its formula is water-soluble. Dare to create spaces that transmit 
personality and elegance.

Water soluble oil.
Pcs./pack: 6.

15 ml.
M: 5 x 11,2 x 3,2 cm.
W: 60 g.

0.51 fl. oz.
M: 19.7 x 4.41 x 1.26 in.
W: 2.12 oz.

THERMAL WATER
HD015TWLC

8435474410567

DARK AMBER
HD015ASLC

8435474420023

PURE OXYGEN
HD015OXLC

8435474415005

POMPELMO
HD015PNLC

8435474401756

GREEN TEA & LIME
HD015TVLC

8435474401770

ORCHID
HD015ORLC

8435474401749

SANDALWOOD
& BERGAMOT
HD015SBLC

8435474410543

WHITE MUSK
HD015MBLC

8435474401725

WOOD & TONKA
HD015WTLC

8435474401794

WHITE TEA
HD015THLC

8435474401800





LAMP FRAGRANCE
LACROSSE

Our home fragrances have been exquisitely elaborated and thought to embellish your 
home. Inspired by natural elements, it invites us to travel and meditate. Lacrosse’s 
perfumes for catalytic lamps have intense a long-lasting aromas that will let you enjoy a 
clean and scented atmosphere thanks to its highest quality.

Perfume for catalytic lamp.
Pcs./pack: 6.

500 ml.
M: Ø 6,6 x 17,5 cm.
W: 551,9 g.

16.9fl. oz.
M: Ø 2.59 x 6.8 in.
W: 19.46 oz.

PURE OXYGEN
LC500OXLC

8435474406676

WHITE MUSK
LC500MBLC

8435474406683

ORCHID
LC500ORLC

8435474415050

SANDALWOOD 
& BERGAMOT
LC500SBLC 

8435474406669

WHITE TEA
LC500THLC

8435474415067

WOOD & TONKA
LC500WTLC

8435474406737

DARK AMBER
LC500ASLC

8435474420030





Mise-en-Scène is a French term that refers to the global design of a scenic or
cinematographic production. We chose this expression to name our collection
because each of our fragrances forms a “mise-en-scène” in our home: the olfactory
notes turn every room into a scene where a memory, an anecdote or a fictional event
is represented.

Every audiovisual and dramatic work needs an atmosphere to be credible. Each
object must be dressed and ornamented. This way, and in combination with the
characters, they create a story that transmits a unique emotion beyond the framing.

Enjoy and discover all the different scenes that our fragrances will create for you. You
will travel to different cities, attend to parties and live romantic, mysterious or funny
situations, thanks to the sense of smell and our unique products. Our perfumes will
tell you where and when to travel by shaping a magnificent scenic production in
your home.

NEW

200 ml./6.76 fl. oz. 300 g./10.58 oz.

MISE-EN-SC NEÈ
F R A G R A N C E S   R E G I S T R Y

FEDORA
1942

l ime  ·  c l ove  ·  ambe r





FRAGRANCE DIFFUSERS (200 ML. / 6.76 FL. OZ.)
MISE-EN-SCÈNE

These unique olfactory experiences will add a touch of elegance to your home. It contains 
200 ml. of fragrance (our long-lasting and alcohol-free formula). You can turn the reeds 
upside down every week or whenever you feel your home needs a boost of energy. As a 
result, you will always be able to create any scene you want right there in your own home!

NEW

Reed diffuser.
Lasting time: more than 4 months.
Pcs./pack: 6.

200 ml. 6.76 fl. oz.

MANHATTAN LIGHTS
MK200AQMS

8435474419492

FEDORA 1942
MK200GCMS

8435474419508

JAZZ CLUB
MK200CDMS

8435474419515

TIME TO CELEBRATE
MK200WCMS

8435474419522

MAGIC HAPPENS
MK200GRMS

8435474419485





SCENTED CANDLES (300 G. / 10.58 OZ.)
MISE-EN-SCÈNE

This collection offers you a multi-sensory experience based on its elegant design, premium 
materials, unforgettable fragrances and warm flames. These candles are made of a blend 
of vegetable waxes (soy, coconut, sustainable palm…) and the unique perfumes that were 
created especially for this cinematographic collection. You will also find a little box with 
twelve matches inside the packaging of the candle and a candle dust cover with a singular 
quote. Therefore, you will find in this collection everything you need to create that intimate 
and special environment you have always wanted. Made in Spain meeting the highest 
standards.

NEW

Vegetable wax candle.
Lasting time: more than 50 hours.
Pcs./pack: 6.

300 g. 10.58 fl. oz.

MANHATTAN LIGHTS
VV050AQMS

8435474419546

JAZZ CLUB
VV050CDMS

8435474419560

MAGIC HAPPENS
VV050GRMS

8435474419539

FEDORA 1942
VV050GCMS

8435474419553

TIME TO CELEBRATE
VV050WCMS

8435474419577



OUR QUALITY COMMITMENT

In Ambientair we make sure all our suppliers are approved and have quality certificates, just as we are certified to ISO 
9001: 2015.

We also are part of Ecoembes, an independent waste management organization that promotes environment 
protection through recycling and eco-design. We are responsible for the right management of household packaging 
we put on the market by being affiliated to its Integrated Management System (IMS) or to a Deposit Return System.

Our waste management is designed according to the Environmental Management and Protection (EMP) and all our 
plastic, paper and glass is recycled.

The wood used in our lids comes from sustainable forests and therefore follow the Programme for the Endorsement of 
Forest Certification (PEFC) which manage world's forests in a sustainable way.

None of our fragrances have been tested on animals and all of them meet the criteria of the International Fragrance 
Association (IFRA).

Moreover, every label complies the CLP Regulation that guarantees clear communication by classifying chemical 
substances to consumers.

Our products meet the standards of the European Union Regulation (REACH) which aims to improve the protection of 
human health and the environment through the better and earlier identification of the intrinsic properties of chemical 
substance.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
info@ambientair.es



VISIT US IN

Paris Nord Villepinte (France) Madrid (Spain)

Frankfurt (Germany)

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM IN SPAIN
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